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Abstract
Industry environments are increasingly complex and dynamic.
Across the globe, strategic Information System (IS)
management transformation is taking place. It is cutting across
several sectors, organizations, processes, and industries.
Continuous improvement in industry performance needs a
Business Architecture (BA) model as a strategic imperative in
their performance. BA underpins the usage of normalized
management policy relevant to the turn of events and the use of
IS and different assets. Once the BA instrument has been
mapped with all the other rating and ranking systems, we will
evaluate and propose an improved Railway Supply Chain (RSC)
indicator. A draft of criteria, sub-criteria, and indicators will be
developed based on the current need of the Railway Industry
(RI). Strategic IS management may uphold the choices
individuals make in each progression of a cycle that analyzes
the sources of info, the time, and the yields for each progression
of the cycle and helps distinguish the process bottlenecks.
Therefore, we need a dynamic RSC perspective that posits a
key enabler to the national agenda by developing an RSC
model in BA. By giving a comprehensive, various leveled
perspective on current and future assets RSC model in BA will
support key arranging and other operational asset arranging
measures by giving large-scale and miniature perspectives on
how assets are to be utilized in achieving the objectives of the
RI. Thus, we need to initiate the layout methodologies and an
activity that intends to additionally build up the Malaysia RSC
strategized decision-making process.
Keywords: Business Architecture, Information System, Supply
Chain, Strategic Model, Railway Industry
I. INTRODUCTION
There exist several challenges or at least concerns, regarding the
nature of what future architecture alignment is and what it may
realistically be expected to achieve and do for the contemporary
industry today. The future architecture model needed to be
modified Business Architecture (BA) components that
emphasize on existing execution hole or backing another vital
activity, operational necessity, and innovation arrangement. The
future architecture is driven at both the key and strategic levels
in three perspectives as (1) new direction and objectives, (2)
changing business needs, and (3) rising advancements. The
future architecture should emphasis on systems approached to
rehearse.
Tending to complex issues or openings utilizing strategies,
devices, structures, and practice designs for the industry
decision-making process [1]. The future architecture should
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cover arranged changes to BA segments in the close to term,
just as changes to vital, IS parts that are resulted in the usage of
long-haul working situations. BA facilitates gap analysis to
understand why certain plans operate more efficiently than
others [2]. Measuring the industry impact of BA can be difficult
as performance improvements are attributable to factors
beyond BA. There is an agreement among researchers and
industry experts that the business domain and IS domain
arrangement are essential to industry execution and the
accomplishment of the upper hand [3].
The integration between business and IS needed to focus on
hard and soft methods. The hard methods are fit to taking care
of all around characterized issues with dependable information,
clear optimization objectives, and realistic function. The soft
methods are fit for organizing issues including deficient
information, indistinct objectives, and complexity contents.
Therefore, we need to choose the appropriate mix of hard and
soft methods for heuristics industry performance evaluation.
Over the years, there had been a developing worry of BA
developments among Railway Supply Chain (RSC) [4]. There
have a needs to recognize the status level of BA selection and
use as valuable data and direction to related bodies for growing
further procedures [5].
Early recognizable proof and advancement of BA is the way to
limiting its negative impacts and to getting the RSC destined
for success [6]. Besides, the early improvement of BA in RSC
is a significant key to decreasing complex working models later
on [2], [7]. The RSC indicators are an important element to
encourage BA adoption and further contributed to usage. A
good BA will portray the association both as it is today and as
it is imagined later and will plan the different perspectives
speaking to the design [8]. These perspectives incorporate both
industry- situated points of view just as a specialized viewpoint
[9]. In Canada, various degrees of RSC use BA to give
structural surveys of key pointers and to organize the
recognizable proof of new and basic parts and administrations
inside the legislature [10].
Thus, BA similar to the conventional design in building
development is a holistic body of information of the RSC
indicators of a BA and their relationships [11]. The expanding
of future architecture in the industry should focus on applying
lean thinking in the transition to lean roadmap, enterprise
transformation in knowledge exchange events, and BA action
leadership in the IS context. Even though the context to which
information ecology is applied differ, all the domain aim at
effective implementation of strategize industry performance.
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management decisions, just as the arrangement of IS activities
with specialized norms. BA is a vital data resource base, which
characterizes the mission and the momentary cycle for
executing new advancements considering the changing mission
needs [20]. In this way, to contend in the information economy,
the industry needs a solid BA aptitudes base that can enhance
and adjust rapidly to meet the evolving. Once the BA
instrument has been mapped with all the other rating and
ranking systems, we will evaluate and propose an improved
Railway Supply Chain (RSC) indicator. A draft of criteria, subcriteria, and indicators will be developed based on the current
need of the Railway Industry (RI). Industry association
particularly RSC in Malaysia should be a versatile venture
which can react appropriately and promptly to changes in the
industry environment [21].
BA is cultivated through an administration program and an
examination and plan strategy that is repeatable at different
degrees of extension. However, the BA program and technique
give a progressing capacity and significant, composed
perspectives on an industry vital course, industry
administrations, data streams, and asset usage. The industry
must be truly outstanding in their performance to fulfill the
strategic roles required by the BA transformational journey.
Specifically, industry strategy includes developing a competent
and passionate supplier, grooming executives’ mentors, and
nurturing leaders who have a passion for industry development
work. BA a continuous administration concept that gives a
vital, coordinated way to deal with ability and asset getting
ready for dynamic. Therefore, we have tabulated the BA model
for a high-level strategic view from an industry perspective, as
shown in Table 1.

II. BUSINESS ARCHITECTURE MODEL
Business Architecture (BA) is an administration and innovation
practice that is committed to improving the presentation of the
industry by empowering them to see themselves regarding a
holistic and coordinated perspective on their key direction,
strategic policies, data streams, and innovation assets [8], [12]–
[14]. Recently, nations on the planet are moving from a
mechanical economy to an information and computerized
economy whereby the financial development is subject to a
nation's capacity to make, amass and disperse information as
revealed by Asia-Pacific Development Information Program,
2018 in China [15]. BA provides support for Information
System (IS) asset dynamic at the executives, management, and
operation levels of the industry [16]. In its most basic sense, BA
provides executives data to recognize what is happening in the
industry.
Industry execution is estimated by several financial pointers,
for example, income, profitability, margin, and cost to serve
[17]. At the executive level, BA gives perceived to huge IS
activities and supports the assurance of key arrangement. The
wave of BA that is capable of sending and preparing data is
considered as a component of the data society that ready to
make and spread new data [18]. BA allows the industry to boost
revenues by cross-selling products to existing customers. BA
touches everyone in the industry and beyond to customers and
suppliers. BA upholds normalized approaches for directing the
improvement of capacities and enhancing supporting assets
[19]. Yet, BA is an emphasis on rating industry excellence in
supply chain management.
The idea of looking at supply chain management through the
BA rating is comprehensive and will not be too centric. At the
administration level, BA underpins plan and arrangement

Table 1. Business Architecture Model for High-Level Strategic View
Model Alignment

Business Architecture Indicators

Strategic Alignment
Strategy Level
(Strategic objectives) (Strategy causal and effect)

Business Level
(Business result)

Planning Policy
(Establish interfacing hub to facilities
industry development)

Execution Decision
(Increase knowledge transfer to the industry)
Technology Level
(Technology Process)
(Strengthen
industries)

Value-Oriented
strategic linkages

between

High-Level Strategic
Industry Management
View

Strategic Information
System Management

Where is the industry
and where does the
industry is going?

Connects resources,
goals, and activities

The model, design,
analysis, and artifact set.

How will the industry
get there?

Resource
implementation and
governance.

Views of as-is strategies,
resources, and processes.

What should each
effort look like?

Configuration
management and
financial control.

Views of to-be strategies,
resources, and processes.

What is the traceable
outcome of the
industry?

The dynamic approach
to management and
development.

An arrangement to move
from the current to a
future value oriented.
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Based on Table 1 the BA model for high-level strategic view
establishes an integrating hub that facilitates industry
development. Through this hub, the industry will be able to
enhance knowledge transfer. This would mean the industry will
be able to create decisions for the suppliers through the
technology decision-making process. Without any doubt, it is
imperative to strengthen linkages with the industry and the
supplier, for the benefit of the community. Through this
integration, it is expected that the supply chain shall be obtained
to support the community's needs. Among the key areas that the
industry will focus on are the BA model and strategic
Information System (IS) management for the suppliers. Railway
Industry (RI) is a strategic industry to enhance the well-being of
the local supplier taking advantage of the industry.

finish an assignment [22]. Across the globe, strategic IS
management transformation is taking place [23]. It is cutting
across several sectors, organizations, processes, and industries.
Approaching toward information assortment and investigation
with IS mind that can focus endeavors on the measurements
matter. The best industry is laser-centered around what they are
attempting to accomplish with strategic IS management and
they have achievement gauges that are express and
straightforward. Operational IS most varies from IS for control
and management purposes in both the degree of detail required
and in the timelines of the information [24].
Strategic IS management should provide a holistic perspective
on current and future assets through recognizing key and
operational necessities, the key arrangement of exercises and
assets, creating BA and overseeing the management context,
identifying performance metrics and standards for IS
management. It is depicted that a strategic IS perspective is
imperative to drive the industry outcome. Nonetheless, it
cannot be denied that there are critical enablers for those
strategies to be successfully implemented. Competent IS
though industry development is the responsibility of
executives, the team of decision-makers must drive IS
strategies and pro-actively innovate in the efforts to manage the
strategic decision-making process.
Satisfactory IS infrastructure and facilities refer to industry
development facilities, unique to the decision-making set of the
strategic outcome. Sustainable IS support must separate
operational from strategic outcomes where later it supports
strategic management, beyond the normal and statutory
industry resource development processes [25]. Its emphasis on
the strategic and intellectual dimension that has a BA plan for
a holistic encompassing of current or future industry needs,
where IS is probably going to get various and unequipped for
scaling after some time. Present industry connections are
perplexing, including a mix of suppliers and other third parties.

Nonetheless, it cannot be denied that there are critical enablers
for those strategies to be successfully implemented., where
industry able to lead and make a positive change to the
community. Knowledge transfer that can produce impactful
and useful industry solutions and an excellent IS structure that
is well equipped with technology and facilities to increase
interaction among industries. Thus, BA makes a substantial
difference and contribution to industry performance by
demonstrating the highest level of potential. Besides BA refers
to the creation of a systematic ecosystem that can attract,
identify, develop, engage, retain, and deploy industry who
encounter market functions to contribute to industry strategic
direction and long-term goals.
This enabler BA model to ensure that all the high-level strategic
view is recruited from industry sources, carefully observe to
enhance supply chain and productivity, and to make the
industry the highest level. The strategic BA model needs to
realize RI goals in qualified and well-trained subject matter
experts in Railway Supply Chain (RSC), innovative and
creative industry experts in RI focus areas, skillful and
experienced mentors in the field of RSC, and a passionate
workforce that consistently take the lead in the RI development.
With the three-core BA model alignment identified to move RI
to a higher position in RSC, the RI must be ready to forge
forward and make the necessary adjustment and change.
III.
STRATEGIC
MANAGEMENT

INFORMATION

Therefore, strategic IS management need to align for these
relationships for improving the operational efficiency with a
consequent competitive advantage. IS upholds the utilization of
a normalized cycle for choosing and assessing the interest in
BA assets from a business and monetary point of view.
Moreover, IS underpins choices concerning tasks, upkeep, and
the improvement of BA assets in the RI context. Thus, we need
to understand the evolution of IS for designing the baseline of
current and future value drivers in the industry for competitive
advantage, as appeared in Table 2.

SYSTEM

While early IS organizations centered more around vital choice
and execution, IS increasing assumes a basic part in the
everyday activities of the industry. In such a manner, getting too
detailed information and surveying data may be important to
Table 2. Evolution of Strategic Information System Management Value Drivers
Evolution of
Information System

Aware
(Process-an
incorporated and
proficient arrangement
of cycles and
exercises)

Justification Perspective

Strategic Management

A beginning phase of an investigation
that expects to demonstrate the
estimation of computerization devices in
a restricted extension before focusing on
more extensive usage.

Focused on cost reduction
and capacity generation.
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Value Drivers

Essential, restricted computerization
abilities are sent in silos.
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Developing
(Technology-the
technology
architecture, software,
and hardware with
required tools)

Practicing
(Integration-clear
roles, decision rights
and policies)

Leading
(Insights-the decision
flow, information, and
analytics)

The industry is looking past cost
decrease however faces huge difficulties
in accomplishing the full worth and
expected advantages.

Extend to the decrease of
mistakes and empowering
development without
developing cost-base.

Further appropriation of advanced
robotics with restricted scale in different
zones and point arrangements created
utilizing intellectual capacities.

Diverting the corner from creating to
rehearsing includes accomplishing the
guarantee of the technologies, which
means making more sensible business
cases that unequivocally connect the
worth drivers.

Expand to revenue growth
and enhancing customer
experience in selected
areas.

Industry outcome led through robotics at
scale in various arrangements utilizing the
business to tackle the business issues.

Generally, includes a settled
robotization program with an interior
utilizing innovation that centers around
change to improve start to finish
measures over the business.

Extend to utilizing
metadata to develop a
perspective on the activity,
empowering further worth
creation, and catch.

Based on Table 2, the evolution of strategic IS management
value drivers focus on aware in selecting the correct cycles that
is fundamental to short and long haul accomplishment in likely
incentive to the industry and level of intricacy through targeting
on the high worth that lines up with industry needs and worth
drivers, developing through establishing the technology
architecture that becomes an integral part of the industry
processes and a clear plan to efficiently update industry
changes, practicing in integration on an administration system
that underpins an organized methodology over the industry
lifecycle to accomplish the normal outcomes and set up clear
jobs and duties and set desires for the industry context and
leading in insight through capturing an abundance of new data
about industry measures that can uphold main driver
investigation, esteem attribution and other key goals on the
metrics that highlights the value of the data for the strategic
decision-making process.
IV.
DYNAMIC
PERSPECTIVE

RAILWAY

SUPPLY

Industry adoption that arranged
robotization with associated endeavors
across computerized, intellectual, and
robotics that has cross-chain of command
activities for the business-based age of
arrangements at scale.

industry performance and value chain. RI now represents 97%
or 645,000 establishments of the total establishment of 660,00
in the country [27]. RI plays assumes a significant job and turns
into an impetus for financial development in Malaysia with the
commitment of 35% of the country's Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) while shares 58% of absolute work [28]. In Malaysia,
RI can be grouped into four (4) categories, namely: (1) Electric
Train Service (ETS), (2) Monorail, (3) Express Rail Link
(ERL), and (4) Light Rapid Transit (LRT) [29]. The four main
sectors are heavy rail service sectors [30]. The categories are
based on daily usage in Malaysia that focuses on climate
change as greener choice of transportation, urbanization and
population growth, congestion that wastage of time and energy,
and oil scarcity and price of energy [31].
RSC is one of the important elements in the public
advancement plan that underlines on (1) Economic
Transformation Program (ETP) centers around associating with
Singapore through a high-speed rail system and building a
coordinated metropolitan mass rapid transit system, (2)
Government Transformation Program (GTP) center around
improving metropolitan public vehicle by improving vehicle
accessibility, improve reliability and journey times, improve
accessibility and connectivity and regulatory restructuring, (3)
10th Malaysia Plan (2011-2015) that RM 2.8 billion is
distributed for improving the metropolitan public vehicle in the
initial two years of the 1oth Malaysia Plan and (4) Industrial
Master Plan 3 spotlight on National Industrial Development
Plan on encouraging in general coordination’s advancement
just as creating rail freight service and focusing on Green
Technology Policy and States Development Initiatives [32].
Therefore, RI needs a dynamic RSC model to implement the
government agenda, where we have tabulated in Table 3.

CHAIN

For many years, the supply chain was an operational issue that
didn't merit a lot of consideration [26]. Executives started
searching for enhancements to the supply chain, they began
with independent exercises, for example, procurement, stock
control, warehousing, transport, materials taking care of, and
bundling. Executives have experience in the competitive arena
where rivals seek to take their market share. Yet this view of
strategy often yields poor results because strategy gets defines
and measured in terms of the competition. Still, it before long
turns out to be certain that these are not particular exercises that
can be taken care of in detachment and any change to one
influences the others.
Besides the recognition, the supply chain is a basic capacity that
needs cautious administration that strategically impact on the
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Table 3. The Dynamic Railway Supply Chain Perspective
Railway Supply Chain
Indicators

Supplier Management

Final integrator-complete
train suppliers

Sub-systems train and
major systems integrators
suppliers

Parts Manufacturers and
Components suppliers






Industrial Builders
Train Builders
Coaches Builders



Rail
Vehicle
Accessibility
Equipment
Rail Vehicle Body and
Interior
Rail
Mechatronics
Equipment




High-Speed
Builders

Train



Rail Electrification
Equipment




Rolling Stocks
Rail Signaling and
Communication
Rail
Tracks
Components
and
Equipment




Business Architecture Model

Entirely capable of autonomous action and decision,
where the system that completely replicates human
interactions.

Interprets human behavior or communication that
comes to conclusions for judgment-based processes
and predictive decision-making suggestions.

Faster processing time with higher volumes and
reduced errors through the rule-based process on
processing exceptions.

Rail Electrification

Table 3, indicates the dynamic RSC perspective in Artificial
Intelligence (AI) that makes major strides in process areas for
high complex activities and executives are exploring the
potential to generate investment decisions, cognitive
automation signifies boundary-based frameworks that learn
and change after some time and robotics signify the rule-based
through high-volume undertakings and industrial cycles that
not need human judgment. BA is broadly viewed as the
beginning stage for a cycle of the switch since it shows up the
holes between the current circumstance and the ideal
circumstance and encourages arrangement between industrial
IS and industry objectives [33].

Dynamic Perspective

Artificial Intelligence
(Mimics human
intelligence)

Cognitive Automation
(Mimics augments
human intelligence and
judgment)

Robotics
(Mimics human actions)

model in BA. A large portion of the administration plan is
revolved around rail activity and less accentuation on building
up the supporting business around the supply chain [35]. Thus,
we need to initiate the framework procedures and an activity
that intends to additionally build up the Malaysia RSC
strategized decision-making process.
V. CONCLUSION
The Malaysian Government's future is on rail speculation by
utilizing on rail venture that in the pipeline until 2030 and
future. Therefore, the RI operation is a developing pattern
through an extension plan of current organizations and locally
operates to offer its service in all fragments of rail
transportation. Disruptive digitalization is as of now changing
the scene of numerous enterprises and their plans of action. Due
to progressively digitalized cycles and exponential
development of reasonable information, RSC is additionally
affected by the fourth industrial revolution. Since RSC will go
through an industry change, a business structure is important to
comprehend which action is affected by a holistic
administration point of view.

We believe that 76% of organizations over a wide scope of
ventures will substantially transform their business within 3
years. Yet organization finds themselves stuck in an
experimental model that limits their articulated vision and
ambition through complexity technology processes. Moreover,
the current issues and challenges in RSC focus on (1) Lack of
shared trait on high life cycle uphold cost with foreign control
and trade imbalance, (2) high dependency on the foreign
supplier on low product localization and lack of product
support, (3) deficiency of gifted or information workforce on in
house preparing supplier and lack analysis skill in predictive
maintenance, (4) absence of abilities to help item life cycle on
the poor procurement process and lack system integration
capabilities, (5) unclear policy and institutional framework on
hold land for rail and absence of devoted rail motivating force
and (6) insufficient rail infrastructure on passenger and freight
sharing tracks and lack of intermodal and seamless connectivity
[4], [32], [34].

Hence, understanding the RSC indicators from design,
manufacturing, and assembly will support the industry changes.
Continuous improvement in industry performance needs a BA
model as a strategic imperative in their performance. BA
underpins the execution of normalized management policy
appropriate to the use and development of IS and different
assets. Once the BA instrument has been mapped with all the
other rating and ranking systems, it will be evaluated and
proposed improved RSC indicators. Therefore, we need a
dynamic RSC perspective that posits a key enabler to the
national agenda by developing an RSC model in BA.

Therefore, we need a dynamic RSC perspective that posits a
key enabler to the national agenda by developing an RSC
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